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Abstract—Each user of the MySpace social network can
designate a small subset of her friends as Top Friends, placing
them in a rank-ordered list displayed prominently on her profile.
By examining users’ #1 (best) and #2 (second-best) friends, we
discover that MySpace users are nearly indifferent to these two
friends’ popularities when choosing which to designate as their
best friend. Other pairs of ranks (e.g., #1-vs.-#3, #2-vs.-#3, . . . )
also reveal no marked preference for a popular friend over a
less popular one. To the extent that ranking decisions form a
window into broader decisions about whom to befriend at all,
these observations suggest that positing individuals’ tendency
to attach to popular people—as in network-growth models like
preferential attachment—may not suffice to explain the heavytailed degree distributions seen in real networks.

Introduction: choosing among friends. Different social relationships have different priorities. Implicitly or explicitly, we
choose one friend over another: we answer that email first; we
find time for coffee with this person after telling another we
were too busy. The way we prioritize one friend over another
is an interesting, and important, question about our social
relationships; it reflects the way in which a social network
is used and constructed. And our prioritization decisions may
also offer a window into friend-making in general.
Computational research on social interactions has blossomed recently, though the preponderance of this work treats
ties as binary: we are friends; we are not friends. But the
importance of tie strength, and indeed the importance of weak
ties, has long been studied by social scientists—most prominently in Mark Granovetter’s “The Strength of Weak Ties” [7].
An expanding body of computational research explores relationship strength, too; a nonexhaustive sampling includes work
on mobile phone users [11], trust in CouchSurfing [12], selfreported vs. behavioral tie strength in email [13]; “attention”
across Facebook friends [1]; and predictive models of perceived tie strength built using profile similarity and measures
of interaction [6, 14]. Perhaps most similar to our work is
Kahanda and Neville’s effort to classify edges as “strong” or
“weak” (as represented by a friend’s presence/absence in a
Facebook app listing close friends) using the same type of
structural and transactional properties [8].
Here, we address a fine-grained question of prioritization:
rather than the rating of friendships on an absolute scale
(“distant” to “close”), we consider ranking of friendships on
a relative scale, using MySpace’s Top Friends. Each MySpace
user may designate k of her friends as “Top Friends,” ranking
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them #1 through #k. (The user chooses the cardinality k; nearly
all users choose k ≤ 40, and k = 8 is common.) Friendship
ranking—unlike rating or friendship existence—is a setting of
scarce resources; after all, Alice can only have one #1-ranked
friend. Accepting a distant acquaintance’s friend request bears
minimal cost—a mild reputational risk and mental strain for
tracking the relationship—as does “grade inflation” in rating
one’s friends (seen in CouchSurfing [12], e.g.). But the scarcity
of high friendship slots means that the ranking environment
may shed a different light on potentially awkward social
decisions. Some users work hard to avoid publicly declaring
the ranking of their friendships [3], but enough MySpace users
do provide rankings of real profiles that we can begin to pose,
and answer, some interesting structural questions.
Preference for popularity? We are most interested in a user’s
choice as to which of two individuals will be her #1-ranked
friend and which will be her #2-ranked friend [5]. (We also
consider #i-versus-#j decisions for all other i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 8}.)
Previous work [5] has shown that a user u has preference for
homophily [9], and for those friends who rank u better [4]. But
when Alice chooses how to prioritize two friends, does she
prefer the popular Bob or the unpopular Charlie? Intuitively,
Charlie is a more “committed” friend because he has fewer
distractions, but Bob is a more “valuable” friend because
he knows more people. Which of these competing intuitions
affects Alice’s decision more?
Consider a MySpace user u who names a best friend v1
and a second-best friend v2 . Erase the ranking labels from
the edges from u to v1 and v2 ; our central task is to predict
which of {v1 , v2 } is u’s #1 friend. We study predictors that
are based on the popularity (i.e., degree) of {v1 , v2 }, using an
≈11M-user sample of MySpace from 2007–2008 [5]. Here,
we concentrate on three measures of popularity for a user v:
(1) total indegree, the number of the ≈11M MySpace users
who list v as a friend; (2) rankk indegree, the number of
in-sample users who list v P
as their kth-best friend, and (3)
ranked indegree, given by
k (rankk indegree of v). These
quantities all exhibit heavy-tailed distributions; any two of
these measures (including rank1...8 ) are strongly positively
correlated (and, with one minor exception, rankj and rankk
indegree are more strongly correlated as |j − k| gets smaller).
We filter the ≈11M profiles to identify ≈1.36M focal
individuals u for which u’s #1- and #2-ranked friends also
appear in the sample. For each measure µ of popularity, we
count the users u whose #1-ranked friend is more popular
under µ than u’s #2-ranked friend (a win for µ); the users
whose #1- and #2-ranked friends are equally popular (a tie);
and the users whose #2-ranked friend is more popular (a loss).

(We always compute popularity ignoring the edge from u;
including this edge would “bake in” the right answer.)
Every popularity-based predictor has a success rate
wins
) within 0.014 of 0.5—i.e., random guessing. Mea( wins+losses
sured by deviation from 50%, the two most successful are
rank1 (51.4%) and rank2 (49.3%) indegrees: there is a mild
tendency for the #1-ranked friend to be ranked #1 more often
by others, and for the #2-ranked friend to be ranked #2
more often by others. All other predictors perform between
49.5% and 50.2%. (Each µ has n ≥ 732414 data points;
viewing each µ as an n-trial binomial distribution, the standard
error for each µ is ≤ 0.0012.) Even the most informative
measures give only weak information, and indeed the various
measures of popularity even differ in directionality: 7 of the 10
predictors say that individuals (weakly) prefer others who are
less popular. For comparison, the geographic distance predictor
(“u prefers the friend who is geographically closer to u”) has
success rate 0.564 and the relative rank predictor (“u prefers
the friend who ranks u better”) has success rate 0.689 [5].
The qualitative pattern of the #1-versus-#2 comparison
remains true for other pairs of ranks i and j > i. The fraction
of individuals who in the #i-versus-#j decision prefer the more
popular candidate friend is generally close to or below 0.50,
and only rarely greater than half. Generally, the fraction of
individuals whose best friend is more popular than their #jfriend decreases with j. We do see the hints of one exception to
this trend: out of two candidate friends of an individual u, the
one with a higher ranki indegree is generally (slightly) more
likely to be u’s #i friend. (That is, some users are “particularly
good #k friends” for a single fixed value of k.)

our MySpace results, coupled with the simulations of RPA,
suggest that a preference for popularity may not provide a
full explanation for empirically observed heavy-tailed degree
distributions: when a user is choosing which of two friends
she prefers, the popularity of the two candidates is at best
essentially uninformative about which will be chosen by that
user, and at worst she actually prefers the less popular friend.
Perhaps the analogy between friendship existence choices
and ranking choices is a weak one; perhaps people choose
“to friend or not to friend” fundamentally differently from
the way they choose best friends (and thus our results do not
speak to unranked friendship decisions). It is an interesting
direction for future research to assess this analogy’s strength;
an understanding of why, and how, a pair of individuals decide
to assign a “friend” label to their relationship is generally
missing from the computational literature on social networks—
and this understanding is obviously crucial to properly interpreting the edges. But to the extent that the analogy holds, our
observations suggest that network-growth models based on a
preference for popularity miss important behavioral properties;
we will need a different explanation to account for empirically observed heavy-tailed degree distributions. And even if
ranking and befriending decisions are fundamentally different,
the heavy-tailed degree distribution for rank1 indegree seems
to require an explanation fundamentally different from PA.
Mitzenmacher [10] argues compellingly that, as a research
community, we must move toward the necessary future direction of validation (or, at least, invalidation) in research on
heavy-tailed degree distributions. We hope that the present
work can serve as a small step forward in that enterprise.
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